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Emma Woodhouse is an intelligent and
beautiful young woman who lives with her
elderly, hypochondriac father in their
massive English estate. Emma has just
witnessed the wedding of her former
governess to a Mr. Weston. Emma takes
credit to the couples newfound happiness
because she introduced them, and therefore
begins a haphazard career in matchmaking.
She shares her plans with her friend and
neighbor, Mr. Knightley, who warns her
not to meddle in other peoples affairs.
Emma is headstrong and spoiled and sets
out to match her naive friend, Harriet, with
the local vicar, Mr. Elton. Unfortunately,
Emma has misread Mr. Eltons intentions,
not realizing that he wishes to make Emma
his bride. Harriet is heartbroken and
Emma, who has no wish to marry anyone,
is distraught. Still, Emma tarries on, intent
on finding a match for Harriet. Things
become increasingly complicated with the
arrival of a dashing young man named
Frank Churchill who immediatly sets his
eyes on Emma. Though Emma doesnt feel
anything for Frank, she acquiesces to his
advances, upsetting the lovely Jane Fairfax
and Mr. Knightley, who has taken an
instant disliking to Frank.
In the
meantime, Harriet announces her interest in
Mr. Knightley, and Emma finds she doesnt
like this notion one bit. Could it be that she
cares for Mr. Knightley? And has her
meddling and unfounded relationship with
Frank Churchill ruined her own chances of
happiness? Title: Emma by Jane Austen
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